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I'i SUMMARY
"-- Tests conducted with the Mini-Brayton Unit (Mini-BRU)
in the DOE Brayton Isotope Power System (BIPS) Workhorse
_L| Loop (WHL) during November and December, 1977 revealed ser-
ious deterioration of the compressor end foil bearing in
relatively short test times.
An exhaustive investigation was conducted to examine
every possible type of bearing failure and determine if
it contributed to the failures.
_ Detailed analysis and/or tests were conducted to exam-
ine coating temperature effects, foreign particles, elec-
- trical or magnetic effects, starvation, stagnation, distor-
tion, low speed motoring, WHL gas environment, bearing min-
imum film (design versus actual), bearing loads, mechanical
design and control and bearing power loss.
The analysis revealed the failure agent to oe a combina-
tion of poor Teflon coating adhesion, a decrease in bearing
sway space and, possibly, lack of flushing flow through
the bearing.
A change in Teflon coating vendors provided substan-
tially improved coating quality and surface finish. Thesway space was increased and the cooling bleed flow was
adjusted to flush the bearing.
- These changes were included in a test conducted in
the WHL from 6 April to 22 May 1977 which resulted in the
completion of 1006.9 hours of operation at temperature and
load. Post-test inspection revealed the bearings to be
in excellent condition and capable of completing a much
longer test.
INTRODUCTION
In April, 1977, the first Mini Brayton Rotating Unit,
shown in cutaway in Figure i, was conformance tested and deliv-
ered to the DOE for installation and testing in the Brayton
Isotope Power System (BIPS) Workhorse Loop (WHL). The Mini-BRU
is shown installed in the loop in Figure 2. A detailed
description of the program to develop the Mini-BRU is pre-
sented in Reference i. At the time of delivery no hot test-
ing had been performed on the unit. It was the intent of
the DOE BIPS program to integrate the Mini-BRU with a recu-
perator, simulated isotope heat source, ducting and cooler
such that a simulated flight-type system could be tested.
The basic NASA design comprised a Columbium (C-i03)
turbine p_enum/nozzle assembly with the intent of operating
in a 1600 F turbine-inlet-temperature refractory system.
Concerns over the integrity of the refractory components
and the cleanliness of the system prompted DOE to direct
the fabrication of an all superalloy system as the WHL.
This system was designed and fabricated in August,
1977, the Mini-BRU, now fitted with a Waspaloy turbine plen-
um was installed in the loop in oreparation for system perfor-
mance mapping and endurance testing.
Simultaneously with the loop preparation, testing was
also being continued with the Mini-BRU Simulator Test Rig
(STR). The STR is a bench test rig which simulates the
dynamic characteristics of the Mini-BRU including the alter-
nator and bearing system.
The Mini-BRU utilizes cycle gas lubricated foil bearings.
The journal bearings consist of 8 cantilevered foils wrapped
around the shaft and retained in a housing as shown in Figure
15. The nomenclaute used to represent the bearing is shown
on Figure 50.
The STR tests revealed a possible journal bearing insta-
bility problem at high electrical loads. The problem could
be accentuated by high temperature operation where it was
then expected that an increase in sway space might occur.
_l A decision was therefore made to remove the unit from the
loop and replace the bearing_ with "stiffer" ones. This
modification was accomplished, and the unit was reassembled
into the loop.
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On November 2, 1977, 9mL operation was Initiated.
'_.._ As the system was brought up to speed
the MInI-BRU was elec-
trically motored for substantial periods at speeds in the range
of 14,000 to 30,000 rpm to circulate warm ga_ and aid In uni-
--i form heating of the loop. The unit became self-sustalnlng
_ _ and automatically locked on _peed and load at a turbine
:_ temperature of less than 800VF. The turbine end bearing
temperature was monitored by a thermocouple attache d to
of 44the backside of a loll and reached a maximum F4v
After 69 hours and 2 minutes of testing had been com-
-- pleted, the unit shutdown on November 8, 1977. Twenty-four
aborted starts were conducted in attempts to bring the unit
back to operating conditions; however, self-sustalnlng oper-
ation could not be achieved.
The unit was removed from the loop and disassembly
revealer] the compressor journal bearing to be severely deter-
iorated. A review of the trend recorder data revealed an
erratic condition of unit electric power output just prior
to shutdown suggesting internal power absorption.
_ Figure 3 shows the historical and chronological sequence
_ of events leading up to this and the subsequent WHL tests.
"- Examination of the totally failed compresor bearing
and the relatively unscathed turbine bearing suggested that
_£| the long periods of low-speed motoring and perhaps bearing1 instability had contributed to the demise of the compressorbearing. As a result of this diagnosis, tests were conduc-
!_ ted in the STR to duplicate the low speed motoring histo-
gram. In addition, tests and analyses were conducted on
the Mini-BRU, operating cold, to determine if instability
-- existed in the rotor/bearing system. These tests proved
._._- negative so another WHL test was attempted with higher rad-
_ ius of curvature bearings, closer tolerance rotor balance,
!_ and no low-speed motoring.
;,,g_
, _ Figure 4 provides a listing of pertinent foil bearing
._ parameters selected for the following several WHL tests
_nd other builds.
,:_: Testing with these modifications was initiated in the
_ _L on December 21, 1977. The install0tion of a multifoil
_ insulation pack between the turbine backshroud and the tur-
i_ bine Journal bearing resulted in a reduction of that bearing
-_ temperature from 440° to 350OF. After 3 hours and 30 min-
utes of testing, a unit overspeed initiated a loop shutdown _,_.. • I_
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Supporting Tests Resulting MODS To
Key Tests Results And Analysis Mini-BRU
mance Test O.K. -----_cate Instability Foils Replaced
5 Hrs At Speed i_;ith "Thin" With Thicker
No Load Foils Foils
11-8-77 Analysis
WHL #1 Failure _ Low Speed Low Speed _ Increase Rc, Pre-
In 52 Hours Motoring and/ Motoring Tests, Test To Monitor
Or Rotor St.a- Start/Stop Tests Stability,
billty Suspect Rotor Stability Elimln&_e Low
Slot Fit Evaluation Speed !4storing _n
Ixnprove Inspec- _HL, Better Balance
tion Techniques
Rc, Skew, Spring
Kate
12-22-78
Distress in 3 perature Over- Tests in STR, Measure Foil,
Hours -- load/or Change "--'v"_Thermal Analysis, Carrier, Shaft
In Sway Space Foreign Particle, Temperatures
Causing Starvation/Stag-
Instability-Or- nation Design
Electric Arcing- Deficiency (Hiqh
Or-Coating Load-Low Film Min)
Deterioration. Check Meg. Forces
Evidence of Tef- On Foils and Bars,
ion Coating Lack Uncoated Foil
of Bond Tests, Improve
Fabrication and
Inspection Tech-
niques Skew, Rc,
Surface Fin.
2-14-78
WHL #3 GOOd High Unable To
Temperature Simulate ontln.lty/Grou.d
Results in 6 _ Eliminated As _ Failure In "Cold" "" _robe Installed,
Hours Suspect: Thermal Rigs, Sway Space
Analysis Shows New Vendor For ancreased, Bleed
0.0008 In Tef-S Coating Flow Cooling
Reduction Of Evaluated, Increased, Vent
Sway Space-Comp NASA Beam Anal_'sis Compressor Bearing:
End Indicates Good Better Tef-S Surf.
Design, Finish, Compoei-
Continue to Improve tlon and Closer
Fabrication and Process Control i
IInspection Tecb-
[nlques
5-22-?8
_HL #4 No Prob- i-----_ Diagnosis Sho_ I Continue Tests In r Extended Program
-- _ Needed TO Verify
em In I000 Hours[| To Be Correct STR and H_TR To i Design Margin And
Simulate Failure | Characterize
With Tight Sway I Teflon CoatingSpace, L ,
Continue To
Improve Fabrica-
tion And Inspec-
tion Techniques
Figure 3. - Bearing Development Histogram. 7
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Review of trend recorder data revealed the load shedding
phenomena to have again occurred. Consequently, the unit
was removed from the loop and disassembled.
Again the compressor-end bearing was found in a seri- "
ously deteriorated condition while the turbine-end bearing
showed only minor wear. Fortunately, the imminent bearing
failure had been caught early, and the bearing pads were _
in a condition amenable to mechanical and thermal analysis.
The similarities and differences between the two fail-
ures increased concern to the extent that NASA extended
the Mini-BRU program to provide an extensive bearing investi-
_ gation.
A summary chart showing the wide variety of topics
examined and the results found [s presented in Table I.
• That bearing program and the results and conclusions arrived
--- at therein are the subject of this report.
During the time period following the November bearing
failure, a major effort was also directed at improving the
method of fabricating the bearings and, equally important,
_ inspecting the process and the finished product. This effort
- resulted in a great improvement in controlling radius of
:- curvature, edge skew, material composition and thickness,
and overall dimensional control.
--W1
Investigation into electrical arcing revealed that
the phenomena could occur under conditions where the bear-
-- ings %;ere totally lifted off the shaft. This investigation,
= however, raised another question, that is, whether the foils
were completely losing contact with the shaft. Electrical
continuity measurements revealed that only a seemingly ran-
dom basis, was totally loss of continuity achieved.
Continuity tests were conducted on the highly success-
ful DC-10 foil bearing machine. With the sensing circuit
on low sensitivity, continuity was apparently lost; however
with high sensitivity, spikes of continuity were observed.
This testing led to the design, fabrication, and install-
_tion of a continuity/ground probe for the Mini-BRU.
Subsequently, further detailed thermal analysis revealed
that the compressor-end sway space was reduced at operating
temperature by 0.0008 inch whereas the turbine-end sway
space was reduced by 0.0003 inch. This was judged to be
significant since both bearing failures had involved the
compr:ssor bearing.
Based on the analysis and test results at that date,
anothe_ WHL test was scheduled. The design modifications
to the MinI-BRU were as follows:
9
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(i) increase)I d bleed flow for bearing cooling {~50% _
(2) Slotted retainer on compressor end journal bear- !_. i_
ing __
(3) Increased qway spacez 2
0.0099 compressor cold (0.0091 hot)
0.0092 turbine cold (0.0087 hot)
(4) Journal foils coated by Crest Coating Co.
" Surface finish 8 rms
630°F cure
(5) Continuity ground probe
• (6) Bearing cavity pressure instrumentation
(7) Provision for assuring retainer is always wider
• than foil
: This test we_ z_._iated on April 7, 1978, and was originally
targeted as a I00 hou£ bearing v0rJfication test. The ini-
tial 100 hours were completed and indications were that
the bearing was performing well: Bearing temperatures re-
mained absolutely stable throughout the test period.
A decision was made to continue the test to 1000 hours.
A total operating time of 1006.9 hours was successfully
4 complete_ on May 22, 1978.
For purpose cf convenience, the details of the devel-
opment program in the following sections are arranged accord-
,.5 ing to the type of testing or the major topic.
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DETAILED TESTS, ANALYSES AND RESULTS _
STR and MBTR Tests
[.
_ During the period 5 January through 20 June 1978, a tests
series was conducted using the Simulator Test Rig (STR)
and a similar rig called the Mini-BRU Test Rig (MBTR).
These rigs as well as the test techniques, objectives and
results are described in the sections which follow• _
%
Simulator test rig (STR). - The STR is shown in Figure _
5 The rotating masses and inertial properties of the STR _
are identical to that of the Mini-BRU; thus, it provides
dynamic simulation of the parent machine.
The central portion of the STR consists of a Mini-BRU
alternator stator and housing. An actual Mini-BRU alterna-
- tor rotor and a thrust runner are used in the rotating
group. A dummy mass is substituted for the turbine wheel ,_
and an air driven turbine wheel is substituted for the com-
pressor wheel• In the usual mode of operation, compressed
air impinging upon the blades of this turbine wheel drives
the rotating group. The rotor is supported by a complete
bearing system consisting of two journals and a thrust bear-
- ing. Bearings and carriers are completely interchangeable
_ with Mini-BRU components.
_ The STR is also capable of being electrically motored
(as is the Mini-BRU). In the motoring configuration, the
- turbine air drive is removed from the compressor end and
a compressor wheel and diffuser is substituted. This configu-
ration may be operated in air or in an inert gas in a sealed
{_i_ environmental chamber.
Available S%R instrumentation permits the monitoring
of rotor stability, temperatures, speed, bearing lift off,
and start tnd stop characteristics.
Th STR provid s a close dynamic simulation of the
Mini-BRU except for the following:
(1) A flow path for air (or other gas in which the
STR operates) is provided in the STR to reach
_" both journal bearings. In the Mini-BRU, the region
surrounding the compressor journal bearing is
not served by flowing gas but is dependent upon
conduction for cooling.
13

(2) The STR does not (nor was it ever intended to)duplicate the temperatures and pressures present
during closed-loop WHL operation.
r_ Therefore, a special configuration was used _or several
I tests in order to more closely simulate the geometry of
the Mini-BRU, thus compensating for the deficiency (i) above.
This configuration was designated the Mini-BRU test rig.
Mini-BRU test rig (MBTR). - The MBTR utilized the No. 2
Mini-BRU Alternator Assembly and Housing. The STR rotor,
thrust runner, and thrust bearings were used as was the
STR compressor wheel (identical to the Mini-BRU compressor
wheel). The compressor backface shroud and compressor diffu-
ser with monopoles completed the build at the compressor
end of the assembly. A pair of Wayne-Kerr displacement
probes were installed at the turbine end. A dummy was installed
in place of the turbine wheel.
To simulate motoring of the Mini-BRU with argon (as
was done in the WHL), the MBTR is capable of being placed
in an envizonmental chamber and the chamber pressurized
with argon. This test configuration was used in one test
series.
Motoring of the MBTR in air is limited to - 28,000
rpm (-24,000 rpm in pressurized argon). For higher speed
• operation, the turbine dummy mass was replaced with an actual
Mini-BRU turbine wheel and the turbine test rig nozzle assem-
bly was added. The rotating group was then driven by means
of compressed air impinging upon the turbine blades.
Continuity testing. - Among the new techniques which
evolved during the tests program was that of continuity
testing. The objective was to detect the absence of contact
(electrical continuity) between the rotor and the stator
at operating speed.
The test setup is shown schematically in Figure 6.
For the STR tests, a _..,_-_-I_brush riding on the flat surface
of the turbine dummy was provided contact with the moving
rotor. (A more sophisticated carbon brush contact was devel-
oped for the Mini-BRU used in the 1000 hour WHL run of April-
May 1978.)
With the rotor at rest, the scope indicates 0 volts
if the bearing surface is conductive. If bearing surface
is non-conductive, a thin ( 0.000020 in.) flashing of gold
is added. As the resistance of the rotor/foil interface
i
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M becomes large compared to I000 ohms, the scope shows 5 volts.
Intermediate gas film resistances may be estimated.
Although many continuing tests were conducted using
the test setup, additional refinement of the equipment is
needed before repeatable results may be expected.
C__arge build up testing. - A similar brush contact
was used in checking for the presence of charge build up
on the rotor during STR operation. The test configuration
is shown schematically in Figure 7. The e_ctrostatic volt-
meter used had an internal impedance of I0 _ ohms. _
Rotor/Bearing Capacitance Test - The capacitance between
the Rotor and the Bearings was measured by means of the
-- test setup shown schematically in Figure 8a. The scope _ _
is first adjusted for the display shown in Figure 8b. The
.... msec/division adjustment on the scope is then decreased _
to determine the time to (0.63) x 5 = 3.15 divisions.
_ Capacitance, C, is then calculated:
Time
C = farads
1 x 106
The typical rotor/bearing capacitance was determined to
be 2100 picofarads.
Trim balancing of rotating group. - Prior to 23 March
1978 _t was the Custom to balance the rotating group while
_ it was removed from the Mini-BRU or the STR. After balanc-
ing, the rotating group was disassembled and then reassem-
bled in the MIni-BRU or in the STR. Experience showed that
the balance varied slightly after teardown and reassembly.
_- On 23 March 1978, a successful attempt was made to
trim balance the rotating group while installed in the STR.
The method utilized a dynamic analyzer capable of determin-
ing balance in two planes while the rotor operated at 52,000
rpm. Balance was corrected by adding small amounts of a
fast setting acrylic cement to the air drive turbine and
the turbine dummy mass. Typically, the Lissajous pattern
(denoting shaft excursions) could be reduced from 0.0005
inch to approximately 0.0001 inch diameter on each end of
the rotating group shaft.
Fixtures were fabricated for use in trim balancing
the MInI-BRU and are now available for future use.
Scannlng @l@ctron microscopy (SEM) and microprobe anal-
-- sy.__s. - Scann_n@ Elec£ron Microscopy (SEM) and MlcroproSe
Analysis was used in support of a number of tests conducted.
17
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iSEM photographs were made of selected areas o£ the loll I'N'-.
bearing surfaces before and after certain tests. Microprobe |_; _
analysis was used to identify foreign particles. |_' _
L_
Examples of SEM photos and microprobe analysis made |_] _
during the low speed motoring tests conducted 16-19 January _,
1978, are in the Figures 9, i0, and ii. Figures 12 and _:
13 show a spectroscopic analysis of a spot on one foil•
This technique was used to identify debris and/or inclusions
: in the Teflon material. These two traces show the inclusion
to be Insatially Teflon material.
Test techniques. - Among the test techniques originated
and/or used during the January - June 1978 test series were
the following:
(i) Motor stazts and runs in pressurized argon (simu-
- lation of WHL motoring)
(2) Test for loss of electrical continuity (rotor/bearings)
(3) Test for rotor/bearing capacitance
(4) Test for charge buildup on rotor
(5) Accelerated charge/discharge induction
(6) Flashing of foils with gold (to detect loss of
electrica_ continuity of Teflon-coated foils)
7 Test for pen and short circui s - alternator
output
(8) Trim balancing of rotating group while installed
in STR
(9) Static tests for rotor/carrier and thrust runner/
thrust bearing continuity
(10) Scanning electron microscopy and microprobe anal-
ysis - examination of foils, pre- and post-test•
Principal observations. - The principal observations
made during the STR and MBTR tests are:
(i) STR and MBTR simulations of 12-22-77 WHL shutdown
histogram - unable to duplicate bearing damage;
however, STR test of 11-12 May 1978 resulted in
excessive and abnormal wear.
19
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ROTOR
STATOR
+
.4
!
SCOPE OSC
1 V/DIV i00 HZ
i.o-o.5 so WAVE
__ MSEC/DIV (n)
1/2 AMPLITUDE
_S Figure 8a. - Capacitance Test Schematic.
5 '_
DIVI SIONS ,_"
vo.._o, t _!
TIME _ i%'_:
Figure 8b. - Charge Buildup Scope Display Schematic.
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WEbeR ON TRAILING EDGE TYPIC,_LWEAR OF
TEFLON DEBRIS TEFLON
_ Figure 9. - Post-Test Scanning Electron Microscopy.
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CObservedoompletelossofcontinuityatSw000I!rpm, fully loaded - CRES-32/Teflon-S; flashed
w/gold
(3) Observed nearly complete loss of continuity -many
_ times
(4) Stability and continuity - both sensitive to appli-
cation of field current
(5) Rotor/bearing interface capacitance - typically
! 2000 picofarads
(6) Observed charge build on rotor ( 300 volts), dis-
charge to zero, 1-1/2 - 6 min. cycle in air
=
: (7) Accelerated induced charge/discharge test resulted
in damage; simila_ damage, however, has not been
found in WHL bearing failures
(8) Balance can be improved by trim balancing in assem-
bled STR at operating speed
(9) A balanced rotating group improves stability,
and improves ability to show loss of continuity
(I0) Open and short circuits of one alternator output
__ phase had minimal effect on stability
(II) MoS 9 coating on "1019" mild steel increases lub-
riclty and discourages generation of black debris
(12) Some Teflon coated foils exhibit tendency towards
increased starting torque after minimal starts
. (13) Static tests have shown rotor/journal bearing
continuity even with Teflon coated foils
(14) Static tests have shown no thrust runner/thrust
bearing continuity.
Test summary. - A summary of all tests completed during
the period January - June 1978 is contained in Tables II
through VII which follow. Referenced photos appear in Fig-
ures 14, 15, and 16.
Spring Rate Testing
An extensive program of spring rate testing was initi-
ated in early April 1978. The program had the following
primary objectivesz
26
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1 LOT NO. 8568
I010 MILD STEEL _ILS
WITH DICRONITE (WS2) COATING
' AFTER STR TEST OF i0 FEB 1978
NOTE IRREGULAR WEAR AND GENERATION OF
FINE BLACK POWDER
Figure 15. - Compressor End Journal Bearing.
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Figure 16. - Compressor End Foil Removed From _
STR Test of 12 May 1978. _i
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(I) TO measure the effect on spring rate when sway
space, foil length, and foil radius of curvature
are varied.
(2) To improve the method of testing spring rate by
developing and _esting a new spring rate test
rig.
Six'sets of foil journal bearings were fabricated speci-
fically for use in testing spring rates. All bearings were
fabricated from CRES-302 sheet stock (nominally 0.005 in.
thickness) which had been coated (by CREST) with Teflon-S
(nominally 0.001 in. thickness). All bars a.e non-magnetic.
The radius of curvature of the foils was accurately measured
using a i0 to 1 contour reader.
Specific parameters of these foils appear in Table
VIII.
In addition to the six sets of CREST coated foils,
one set was fabricated from THERMEC coated stock received
during 1977. These were Lot No. 8622, originally radiused
to 0 61 inches. Length wa R 0.771 inch, thickness 0.0061
Inch_ cure temperature 650VF, and surface finish 22 to 40
EroS.
The initial tests used foils from Lot Numbers 8609A
and 8610. These tests were run using what will be referred
to as the "Old Rig" or "former method." This is shown sche-
matically in Figure 17(a). A standard Mini-BRU alternator
rotor is supported by the foil bearings installed in stan-
dard MinI-BRU journal bearing carriers. The dlal indicator,
used to measure vertic_l displacements of the rotor, is
then zeroed. Weights are then added (one pound at a time)
until six pounds have been applied to the rotor_ The dis-
placement is recorded for each one pound increment. The
six displacements measured are then plotted as in Figure
17(b). Since the interest is in the spring rate for one
bearing, the pounds are halved.) It has been customary
to calculate the spring rate, K_, "vet the initial displace-
ment. Hence, K_ = 0.5/displacement, "A". Similarly, K,
= 3.0 displacement, "b". (Throughout the Mini-BRU program
and BIPS testing, the spring rate, K_, has been used as
calculated above. While it is evlde_t that the weight of
the rotor causes an initial offset in the zero point, this
method of calculauing spring rate has been retained. Thus
one spring rate may be compared with another.)
Results of tests conducted on two sets of foils using
this method ("Old Rig") appear in Figure 18. Sway space
was varied by using carriers with different inner diameters.
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TABLE VIII. - CRES 302/TEFLON-S FOIL JOURNAL BEARINGS
[Fabricated from Crest coated sheet stock
specifically for spring rate tests. All
- bars are nonmagnetic.]
Radius of Cure Surface
Lot curvature, Length, Thickness, temp., finish,
No. in. in. in. °F rms
i ,,-,
8623 0.57 0.773 0.0061 630 8
8624 0.57 0.773 0.0062 630 15
8610 0.59 0.771 0.0061 570 15
8609A 0.59 0.735 0.0062 570 15
8616 0.62 C.766 0.0061 630 15
8616A 0.62 0.744 0.0061 630 15
illl
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Figure 17. - Spring Rate - "Old Rig," Schematic
and Method of Plotting.
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Figure 18. - Spring Rate, KI, Versus Sway Space
(two sets of foil bearings).
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Two sets of foils were repeatedly tested, the measure-
ments averaged, and the resulting data plotted. The two
sets of foils were similar except for length. Lot No. 8610
was "standard" length; Lot No. 8609A was approximately 0.035
in. shorter in length. As anticipated, stiffness (spring
rate} for each set of foils increased as the sway space
was decreased. These results, however, did not fully sup-
port the contention that reducing the foil length would
in all cases reduce the spring rate for a given sway space.
For the smallest sway spaces (0.0065 in. and 0.0069 in.},
the shorter foils did, indeed, exhibit a lower spring rate
for all loads from 0.5 through 3.0 pounds. However, the _;:"
plots for the other larger sway spaces are inconclusive. /
_4
The major shortcoming of this method of determining _
spring rate is that it allows the bearing to be loaded in
only one direction. It was recognized that an improved :;
test rig was needed which would overcome this deficiency _"
and permit the zero load point to be located. As a result, _:
a "New Rig" was designed and fabricated. It is shown sche-
matically in Figure 19 and appears in the photograph, Figure _
20.
When using the "New Rig," the sway space of the foils
undergoing test is changed by changing the rotor diameter i_
while the inner diameter of the bearing carrier is held
constant. (Five rotors are available. These permit sway
space to be varied over a range of 0.005 in. in increments
of 0.001 in.)
The test rig permits the bearing to be loaded and un-
loaded by the addition and removal of weights from the upper
tray. In Figure 20, a weight of flve pounds has initially
been placed on the lower tray. The system is then stabilized, _'
and the dlal indlcato_ set to zero. Deflection readings
are then taken as weights are added and removed from the
upper tray. Seven different sets of foils were tested in
il this manner prior to May 19, 1978 by this method. A plot
Of a typical set of data is shown in Figure 21. The spring
rate is non-linear. For purpose of making comparison, the
two pound increment from a load of +1.3 pounds _L, -0.7 pounds
has been used in all tests. (These points correspond to
weights applied during the test, thus making it simple to
calculate the sp ing r te before the data are plotted.}
It has been found that use of these points results in a
spring rate closely approximating that obtained by using
the increment from -I pounds applied force.
Table XIX summarizes spring rates determined by this
,j method and compares the results with those obtained using
51
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• " Schematic i "Figure 19 - Spring Rate - "New Rig,
and Example of Plot. !.i _
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.!i_II_ the "old rig." "Electrical Vibe" and "Hand Vibe" referto the method used to vibrate the rig to a point of stabil-
__ ity after each weight is applied. It was found that tapping
the rig produced system equilibrium more rapidly than using
the small electric vibrator provided. "Full range" refers
to the use of weights from zero to ten pounds and back to
_ zero. The "One-half full range" refers to the zero to six
pounds typically used in the old rig. The new rig provides
a more accurate measurement of the foil bearing spring rate.
Further experimentation disclosed that an abbreviated
procedure could be used with satisfactory results. In this
procedure, 1 pound is placed on the lower tray and becomes
the zero point. Weights from 1 to 4.5 pounds and back to
zero are then added and removed from the upper tray and
deflections read from each force. Table X contains results
obtained using this procedure and compares these results
with those obtained earlier by the longer procedure. As
-- may be seen, with one exception, there is close agreement.
__ Figure 22 is another example of data obtained. It
provides data for three different sway spaces. (Data were
-- obtained through use of the shortened procedure.) As has
been observed in earlier tests, spring rate increases as
_ the sway space is decreased.
Figure 23 depicts the effects of varying the radius
_Z of curvature, R_. Figure 24 is a smililar plot for
"shortened" foils.
The effect of shortening foil length is shown in Figure
25. This shows that shortening the foil results in a lower
spring rate for any given sway space.
Pressurized Bearing Rig Tests
One of the possible causes of Mini-BRU compressor jour-
nal bearing failure was identified as high bearing power
loss in xenon/helium at pressure. This phenomenon was ori-
ginally noticed when a bearing rig normally used in air
at ambient conditions was placed in a tank and pressurized
with argon. Data proved that power losses were significantly
higher than predicted by analytical methods. At this time
it was deemed necessary to have a bearing rig built speci-
fically for testing in various gas environments at elevated
pressures. Subsequently, the pressurized bearing test rig
(PBTR) ,as designed, fabricated and put into full operation
when problems developed with the Mini-BRU compressor journal
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(?
l bearing. A cross section of this test rig is shown in Fig- li
ure 26.
In order to determine how gas type and pressure affect
bearing performance, three gases were utilized for testing i_
-- cant since it is characterized with the same _iolecular weight
and nearly the same viscosity as the xenon/helium mixture
used as £he BIPS working fluid. An additional benefit of
the pressurized bearing test rig was its ability to evaluate
_7_ alternate bearings as possible candidates for future Mini-
BRU engine testing. Various coatings and configurations
were tested in order to compare their performance with the
"standard" Mini-BRU bearing. ,_
Test discussion. - Operation of the pressurized bearing
test rig is shown in Figure 27. While the unit is running
..... a load is applied to the bearing carrier through a hydrosta- t
tic pad. A strain gauge measures the carriers tendency
to rotate with the shaft. Figure 28 shows the rig rotating
group with the test bearing in place. The strain gauge i_
torque measurement is accurate to within 0.001 in.-ibs and
overall test rig repeatability has been demonstrated to I_
be within 6 percent. I_
The bearing chosen for the high pressure tests was _
i_ expected to closely resemble the bearing then being used ;
in the MIni-BRU engine. Pressurized tests began in January,
1978. The Mini-BRU build of 12-22-77 used foils with a
!_I 0.61 in. _adlus and a sway space of 0.0082 in. The build !_
of 2-24-78 had a 0.59 in. foil radius and 0.0087 in. sway
_ space. The bearing used for pressurized tests had the fol- !_lowing characteristics: _i
Eight 18) Teflon-S Foils _
0.0058 in. total thickness _,
,0.770 in. long
0.61 in. radius
0.0084 in. sway space
_='[ Tests were conducted in air, argon and krypton from
0 - I00 psi at I0 psl increments. Shaft speed was held _at the Min -BRU design spe d of 52,000 rpm an load was _
varied at each pressure from 0 - 4 ibs. Loads were limited _L
to 4 pounds to minimize test time and because MInI-BRU jour-
nal bearing load8 are not expected to exceed 3 pounds.
1979003236-064
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Figure 27. - Pressurized Bearing Test Rig Schematic. "_',
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Ambient gas tsmperature within the test chamber was main-
tained at I00 F for all tests in order to keep conditions
as nearly alike as possible. Figure 29 shows a comparison
' of torque values in the three gases at ambient conditions.
Figure 30 through 32 depict how power loss varies with load
and pressure in air, argon and krypton.
Tests to determine how different coatings and configu-
--_ rations affect bearing performance were conducted in _ir|
q at ambient pressure. As in the pressurized tests, bearingsI
-] were loaded to 4 pounds. A comparison of the performance
of these bearings is shown in Figure 33. A complete descrip-
tion of the six candidate bearings is given in Table XI.
_o_ Test results. - Bearing power loss in krypton at Mini-
-_ BRU compressor journal bearing cavity presure (54 psia)
i and zero load was found to be 43.6 watts. This is higher
than the 35 watts originally predicted. By examining the
methods by which the prediction was made, it can be seen
J
tha_ several incorrect assumptions led to the lower power
, loss value. At the time that the BIPS data reduction compu-
_ ter program was being compiled, only limited data in airand a gon was available from a test setup that perm tted
testing at limited pressures. From this original data, it
_;i was assumed that the slopes of power loss versus pressure
curves would be linear and that the resultant curves for
air, argon and krypton would be parallel. Subsequent testing
in the PBTR showed that the slopes of these curves increase
_ with pressure _Figure 34). Also, when testing in krypton
was completed, it was found that power loss in high molecu-
_ lar weight gas increased much more rapidly, with pressure
The assumption that the various power Zoss versus pressure
-_ curves would be parallel was the largest source of error
_n the original estimation. The data reduction program
_ncluded a ratio of gas viscosities in its bearing loss
calculation, but a ratio of molecular weights (densities)
_,_ should have been included. .
_! Effect of coatings. - By refe ring to Figure 33, seve-
_, ral observations can be made from the coatlng/ccnfiguration
tests. The quality of the coating appears to play an impor- __
:_ tant part in the performance of the bearing. This can be
_. seen by comparing bearings No. 4 and No. 5. Bearing No. =_
_ 4 has the original Teflon coating used in the initial builds ,_
_._ of the Mini-BRU while No. 5 has the superior Crest Teflon _ :-
coating. While both bearings display the same torque at _
zero load, the performance of No. 4 deteriorates much more _:
rapidly. It should be noted that the Crest Teflon bearing _
had a smaller s:_ay space and higher preload than No. 4. _ _:_
i
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figure 29. - Torque Versus Load foz Three Casses at
_| Ambient Conditions.
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_i_ Figure 30. - Power Loss Variation With Load and |
_ Pressure.
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R'kU COATINGICONFIGU RATION TESTS
-m MATL COATING SWAY FILE NO.
1 1010 DICRO 0.0070 21
.m 2 1010 MOLY-OIS 0.0074 22
3 302 lOSS0 0.0074 110
4 302 TEF S 0.0004 BASELINE
S 302 TEF (CREST) 0.0070 26
6 INC0760 TEF/GOLO 0.0078 10
0.0|0
- 0.060
O.OIW
0.030
i i L • i • e I • i
0 I 2 3 4
LOAD (LBS)
Figure 33. - Torque Versus Load for Air at Ambient
"H Conditions.
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Figure 34. - Power Loss Variation With Pressure.
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While Bearing Nos. 1, 2, and 3 all display lower operat-
ing torque than the others, their rapidly increasing torque
-i with load indicates poor load capacity. With the proper
combination of stiffness, preload and sway space, however,
i_ these bearings could all display better overall performance
:_ than Teflon coated foils.
High specific area bearings. - A few tests were conduc-
ted wit_ high specific area bearings. High effective area
bearings were developed to increase the specific load cape-
' city of the bearings. A photograph of several types is
shown in Figure 35.
Several tests were conducted with early versions of
the bearing. The load capacities did not meet expectations
indicating the need for additional configuration develop-
ment. Since the conclusion of testing on this program,
* advanced versions tested under a contractor sponsored pro-
' gram have exhibited load capacities considerably in excess
: of conventional foil bearings.
!
-: Material Analysis
An important contribution to the final solution of ),-i
:_ the bearing problem was made in the area of materials analy- i:
_' sis. Scanning Election SicLoscope (SEM) techniques were i:
:_ used to evaluate the failed WHL bearings and test rig bear-
;i ings. Data from the rig tests was shown in an earlier sec-tion. Data for the November and December WHL tests are
included in Appendix I.
A summary of the pertinent materials findings is as
follows:
(I) Primary procedure - SEM with EDX analysis
(a) Allows definitlon of surface
(b) Allows chemical analysis of area of interest
• (2) Hardware observed
(a) WHL hardware ":_
(b) SBTR test samples
(C) MBTR test runs k'|._
; 131 Observations :
sl
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i_ II Figure 35. - High Specific Area Bearings.
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(b) Coating burnished by shaft in band near trail- t_i
ing edge _i
.... (c) Burnished bearings show fine Teflon debris I'i_
(d) Black areas are primarily smeared Teflon
.'] particles ik
(e) Smeared areas and debris show evidence of
rotor material with Teflon
(f) Shiny particles not always metallic analysis
shows content similar to smeared Teflon in
mixture of Teflon and rotor
i (g) WHL failure much more advanced than &ny of
the test foils
: (h) Particles noted In WHL grooves most probably
mixture of Teflon an_ rotor
(i) No materials foreAi _o bearing cavity noted
• Another important aspect of the n_a_erlals analysis
was in the evaluation of Teflon coating vaporization. It
was theorized that at the temperatures predicted for the
bearing surface, substantial Teflon vaporization might occur
over the mission life which would reduce the foll thickness
and change the bearing sway space thereby adversely affect-
ing the stability of the rotor system.
The results of tests conducted at AIRPHX and at Battelle
Columbus Laboratories are summarized in Tables XII, XllI,and XZV.
._ The important result of this work was the finding that
the expected vaporization rate was of _e order of I0 per-
cent for the proposed 7 year mission duration. This was
I Judged to have an insignificant effect on long term bearing i!
performance, il
Fabrication and Inspection Methods e,
__ During this period of bearing development the existing _
methods of foil bearing fabrication and inspection were
critically reviewed and improved upon wherever warranted.
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TABLE Xl1. - MATERIALS INVESTIGATION --- COATING
BCL Tests
Microbalance evaporation
hot stage microscopy
Results
Recession of coating primarily sublimation. Some
slight balling of material noted during evapora-
tion. Particle size much less than air film thick-
ness.
..No bubbling or gross debonding noted. Evapora-
tion o£ half the Teflon left a smooth surface.
Small amount of very fine particles left behind--
may be additions for color.
Coating recession rapid at 500°F, moderate to low
at 350°F.
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TABLE XIV. - AIRPHX MATERIALS TESTING
Test Document:
i. Determine chromatographic "fingerprint" of dis- :e
dressed Teflon-S in preparation for engine test _2
2. Determine the temperature limits of operation
of Teflon-S _
3. Determine the above for OBD-26 coating _
rl
Method: {
Heated sample foils in helium: effluent directed ;,
to gas chromatograph i_
Findingsz ":
i. Detectable products of degradation are CO 2 _,id _
CH 4 - as detected in engine loop November 8, _
1977
2. Teflon d_composition rate of 1.8 x 10 -5 GM/CM 2-
HR at 500°F _
3. Sublimation evident in test container - test of
empty container yields same products - "fin_er- ""
print" detection of bearing failure not probable ;
without complete loop teardown and cleaning.
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Foil Bearing Fabrication. - Traditionally, foil Journal
- bearings have been fabricated by hand by skilled technicians.The individual pads re sheared or chemically etched from
a large rheet of Teflon coated material and rolled to the
desired radius of curvature. A 90 degree bend is then turned
]_ on one end and a rectangular retainer bar is spot welded
on. Finally the pad is hand finished to break edges, remove
sharp corners and deburr. The design drawing in its final
"_ form for the MInI-BRU journal bearings is shown In Figure
36 (Drawing 3604338).
Forming the radius of curvature is the most critical
item in the process; this determines, in addition to the
true radius, the edge skew a,_d out of roundness of the sur-
¢_ face as shown in Figure 37. Considerable development effort
was devoted to assuring that a correct radius was formed.
i
--- Orl_Ina]ly the radius was formed by careful utilization
of a three element roller. An attempt was made to develop a
--_ forming die uhich would use fixed geometry dies to make the
L3 process absolutely uniform. This die is shown in Figure 38.
The foils formed were found to be very uniform but slight vari-
ations in material thickness or rate of forming would cause
_ variations in the true radius. A comparison of "rolled" and
- "formed" foils is shown in Figures 39 and 40. Table XV gives a
numerical comparison of key parameters for rolled and formed ',
,_ foils.A disadvantage of the forming die was the large quan-
_ tity of dies required to accommodate variations in foll
",_ radius, foll length, foil thickness and foil coating. It
;J was concluded that th_ roll form, carefully used, was ade-
_ quate for development use whereas the fo_ming die would _
be vezy suitable for production quantities. ;'
Another fabrication problem was reradius of foils, i
In the earlier development phases, test foils had be_n rera- I
dlused, sometimes more than once, to vary the radius of i
curvature. As better ip_pection techniques were implemen-
ted, it became apparent that this procedure almost always
caused a double radius with a strong effect on spring rate. i
This practice was discontinued and changes in radius of i
._ curvature necessitated fabrication of new foils.
Another facet of the improvement in bearing fabrication
methods was the implementation of a detailed cataloging
system for tracking the bearing through the fabrication
_- process. During the course of the program a wide variety
of bearlng_, many very similar [n configuration, were made
and tested. The cataloqing and file _7_tem was utilized _d
to keep track of the following parameters:
80
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T_ RADI S "_
UNTRUE RADIUS AND WAVINESS !i
(GROSSLY EXAGEI_TED)
T,
EDGE SKEW (GROSSLY EXAGERA_ED) _::
::'igure37. - Foil Forming Parameters.
%
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Figure 38. - Foll Bearing Forming Die.
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iTABLE XV. - CONTOUR READER INSPECTION _
<] Rolled foils (radius changed) I_
i. Maximum edge-to-edge variation i0 mils _
2. Maximum variation from true radius 8 mils
• Rolled foils i_:i i. Maximum edge-to-edge variation 2 mils
2. Maximum variation from true radius i0 mils I_
_ Forming die ,_r
I. Maximum edge-to-edge variation 1 mil _ _
_J *2. Maximum variation from true radius 14 mils [!_ _
. i
*Should improve when arbor press with "stop" is used.
1
=]
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Iql Base material background and traceabilityBase material type
I.m Base material thickness
"I Base material heat treat and condition
Coating vendor
Coating type
Coating thickness
Bearing radius of curvature
Bearing size
Retainer material
Bearing test history
Inspection methods. - In addition to the 10:1 size
profile traces described in the preceding section, a number
of inspection techniques were implemented. The major contri-
butions are 3hown in Figure 41.
In addition foils were dimensionally inspected in
detail to the inspection record shown in Figure 42. This
provided a record, keyed to each foil by etched serial num-
ber, that could be used for before and after test comparison.
i
Thermal Analysis and Test
,- i
_ Additional thermal analysis was conducted to determine
if overtemperature was a contributor to the bearing failures.
This analysis consisted principally of extending and refin-
,I
@I ing the thermal analyses conducted earlier in the program
i_ by utilizing measured temperatures in the unit. In particu-
lar the compressor and turbine journal bearings were modeled
in deta l.
Figures 43 and 44 show the predicted temperature d_stri-
_n_I bution for the two bearings.
A special workhorse loop test was designed to verify
the predicted temperatures. A thermocouple was attached
_I near the trailing edge of a compressor end journal foilas shown in Figure 45.
_ Thermal paint was applied to the alternator end bells,
the turbine backface shroud, the tie bolt, the inside sur-
faces of the alternator rotor and the outside of the turbine
end bearing carrier. (The compressor carrier did not pro-
vide enough exposed area to warrant thermal paint).
87
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"_ BUILDFOR: BUILDDATE TESTDATE
.. ROTOR- P/N S/N
SHAFTO.D. C_4PRESSOREND TURBINEEND.........
COMPRESSORCARRIER- PiN SIN
I.D. SLOTWIDTH..... (MIN.)
TURBINECARRIER- PiN . S/N .
I.D. SLOT WIDTH ,(MIN.)
.JOURNALFOILS
LOTNO. SIN RC " TIME/'
BASEMATERIAL COATING STRESSRt _,'VE/TEMP'°F
=
.._ PINS MAG. NON-MAG. LENGTH
FOILTHICKNESS:BASEMATERIAL COATING TOTAL
"SWAYSPACE"• I.D.- O.D. - 4T •
FOILS CLEANED WITH
" SPRINGRATE SINGLEASSEMBLY
LOAD DEFLECTION I
_I 0.0020 (ONESET OF FOILS) (LB) (INCHES) ,"
_4
. . TARE
_] _ .0015 TARE+ 1
,i_ _ .0010 . TARE+ 2 ,
;;" =
!._| _ TARE+ 3
: _ .O00S ----' ,
_ _ TARE+ 4
_'_t _ .OOOO TARE+ S
"t_] TARE .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 TARE+ 6
._'| LOAD(LBS)
_, ROTATING ROUPBALANCE+ RUNOUT(ATTACHDATASHEET1
COMMENTSON BUILD:ALL PINSLOOSEIN SLOTS? , -.
Figure 42. - Bearing Data Sheet.
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• END-BELL FOOT TEMP = 303°F [[<
COOLING GAS FLOW R_TE = 2.16 PERCENT W¢ _
COOLING GAS INLET TEMP = 320°F ',_
MINIMUM FILM THICKNESS = 0. 000139 IN. /
TOTAL POWER LOSS = 41.86 WATTS ,_
9.4 WATTS DUE TO ROUGHNESS NEAR :
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._ Figure 44. - BIPS Mini-BRU Turbine-End Journal
Bearing Thermal Analysis.
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This unit was installed in the workhorse loop and opera-
__ ted for 6 hours. Disassembly revealed all temperatures
either equal to or less than the predicted temperatures.
This data along with data acquire _ during the December
WHL test provided data to allow a dete_.nination of the Tef-
lon surface temperature. These temperature predictions
are shown in Figure 45. This data was used to establlsh
_i predicted vaporization rates as discussed in the "Materials
- Analysis" section.
-W
_] In addition to foll temperatures, the thermal analysis
-7 predicted that the difference in temperature Between the
bearing journal and the bearing carrier would result in
-= a 0.0008 inch loss of sway space during operation. This
.... was judged to be significant and led to an adjustment in
.... cold sway space during future tests to compensate.
rl
The conclusion reached by this analysis was that tem-
_:l perature was not a factor in material degradation but that
,I it caused a decrease in sway space which might be signif-
-- icant.
_J
DC-10 Cbarge/Contlnulty Test
_- There were a number of uncertainties involved in the
: questions of electrical charge buildup and rotor/foll con-
tinuity (touching) d_ring operation. A test was setup to
evaluate this phenomena relative to the DC-10 air cycle
_ machine. The DC-10 machine has a history of long llfe oper-
_j ation in an environment much more abusive than the BIPS.
The details of this test are shown in Figures 46, 47,
!_ 48 and 49. The conclusion was that even at conditions offull film lubrication there may be asperity contact between
the shaft and foll due to the conforming nature of the foil
and the relative roughness compared to the minimum film
thickness.
T_ermlstor Design
When it became evident that means would have to be
provided for measuring the foil tem£eratures near the trail-
ing edge, thermistors were considered as a candidate.
Foils were especially designed and fabricated by chem-
ical e_ching for utilizing 0.005 inch diameter thermistorq.
The thermistors were attached to the foils and checked
out.
_ Sever_.l bearing carriers were modified witn slots for
_t 4 thermistors o, each bearing.
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CONCLUSIONS
O TEST SET-UP CAN GIVE VALID INDICATIONS OF THE
DEVELOPMENT OF FULL FILM.
o AT FULL FILM THERE COULD BE ASPERITY CONTACT.
0 TEST RESULTS CORRELATE WELL WITH PREVIOUS TEST
• DATA UTILIZING TORQUE MEASUREMENTS.
Figure 49. - Conclusions - DC-10 bearing
continuity tests.
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 :11
This technique was not implemented in tests because
,,_Ill of suc ess with ultra-small thermocouples and methods of
attach,.ent.
Shaft Displacement Probes
The original design of the Mini-BRU specifically exclu-
ded shaft displacement probes to aid in compacting the turbo-
machiner@ package. With the necessity to check every fail-
ure contributor, the monitoring of rotor dynamics was neces-
sary.
Two types of probes were designed. A fiber optics
probe was designed to fit on the compressor impeller inlet
extension and a set of miniaturized capacitance probes were
designed to fit between the compressor impeller and the
l thrust rotor.
Hardware to implement these probes into the Mini-BRU
was not available in time for the 1000 hour test so the
plan was carried no further than procurement of probe hard-
ware.
WHL Blowdown Test
..... The suspicion of foreign object damage to the bearings
was dispelled by conducting a WHL blowdown test. Argon
gas was blown through the loop in quantities simulating
the loop throughflow.
The gas was filtered at the compressor inlet and the
_ results were examined by 30X microscopy. The interior of
the duct was also wiped and the residue examined.
_ No debris larger than 5-10 microns was discovered.
Foil Bearing Analysis
A foil bearing analysis method was developed under
-- a contractor sponsored program. This technique was applied
to the Mini-BRU journal bearings so as to gain insight into
such factors as dimensional sensitivity and minimum film
thickness.
The analysis utilizes a geometry subroutine to repre-
sent the foil deflections and a hydrodynamic routine to
calculate the pressure profiles and individual foil loads.
Thus far the program is only applicable to zero eccen-
tricity (no side load) configurations.
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Discussion of Analysls - The geometry routine utilizes
_ the basic elements of foil bearing geometry, shown in Figure
50, to calculate the height of the individual foils relative
to the bearing carrier.
In general, the bearing comprises (N) identical foils
of arc breadth B, axial length L, metal thickness t, total
geometrical thickness, T, (which accounts for the presence
of a coating), and initial curvature radius sRq._ Attachedto the underside leading edge of each fo l i pin which
is inserted into one of (N) equally pitched axial slots
machined into the inside diameter surface of the bearing
carrier, whose inside diameter is dH. The journal of diam-
eter, d_, is inserted into the bearlng housing, (N) foil
aubasseMbly to comprise the bearing system.
- One term applicable to foil bearing geometries is Sway
Space, which is defined as:
Sway Space = dH - dj - 2 (T%
The sway space is a measure of the diametrical movement
freedom of the journal with respect to the bearing carrier.
The initial foil radius, R _ always is greater than
that of the housing, d. ; thus, _efore the journal is inser-
ted, each foil bottom _urface is in contact with the housing
at its upstream leading edge and with the downstream adja-
cent foil at its trailing edge. Correspondingly, the up-
stream foil bottom surface trailing edge contacts the sub-
ject foil top surface, Figure 51. Considering now the local
height of the foil relative to the bearing surface inside
diameter, H (X) is maximum, the height at that value X de-
fines the diameter of that journal that could be inserted
into the assembly to establish line contact among all foils
in the absence _f preloading each foil.
By progressively applying equal line loads to each
foil at the locations where the heights are maximum, orienta-
"J tion_ and line contact loads, corresponding to journals
of increasing diameters, are determined. With sufficient
applied load, each foil is brought into contact with the
downstream foil at the downstream foil leading edge. With
+_:_ this additional contact, each foil has "bottomed" on the
underside foil, Figures 53 and 54.
Hence, the free body diagram of each foll is as given
in Figure 55. In general, each loll eKperiences an extern-
ally applied load, Q, which is reacted by force, P, and,
under sufficient deflection, force, S. It also withstands
force, P2' applied by the upstream foil bottom trailing edge.
The foll elastic deflection is determined using the strain
energy method,
99
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FOIL RETAINER PIN
. ,T t dH
FOIL BASE MATERIAL
Figure 50. - Conventional Foil Bearing
Geometry and Parameters.
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RB
P
UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM
Figure 52. - Foil Bearing Prior to Inserting Journal.
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0.040
Figure 53. - Foil Orientation Prior to "Bottoming."
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Figure 54. - Foil Orientation After "Bottoming." i_+
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U = / RcM2d_
.me 2ED
o
where:
U is the strain energy
Rc = foll radius I!_
M = moment distribution as function of (PI' P2'
O, s, _)
-" _ = angular coordinate along foil
= foil arc breadth
q
D ffi foil flexural rigidity
E = foil material elastic modulus.
-_ The local elastic deflection is determined by considering
additionally that a virtual force, q (_), is applied, and
0
Finally, the resulting foil height H (X) is determined
, from _(_) and the constraints that; once the foil "bottoms",
the height at the bottoming point remains fixed by the thick-
hess of the underside foil; the foil at the trailing-edge
remains in contact with the downstream neighbor; and the
. upstream foil remains in contact with the subject foil at
the upstream foll trailing-edge.
: Presence of the pressure distribution loading imposed
' by self acting gas film is then accounted for by represent-
ing the pressure field as discrete line loads, Figure 56.
The determination of these pressure induced loads is
made using the classical Reynolds equation.
Side leakage effects are accounted for by applying
boundary layer corrections to the foil edges. For most
loll bearings, L/B>> I, so that these corrections are of
second order influence.
-|
The coupled hydrodynamic solutions and loll deflection
solutions start by applying a load, Q, sufficient to separ-
ate each loll from the journal and computing h (x). Given
h (x) and the bearing operating speed, viscosity and ambient
pressure, p (x), is then computed. This process is contin-
ued until the minimum gas film thickness from O is the same
106
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ACTUAL PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTION. "
P(_)-Pa )
RB
FOIL TRAILING EDGE
ii ELEMENTAL AREA, AiP("-Pe
'."i_ure56. - Pre,Jsure Field Representation.
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_ as that resulting from the corcesponding presslre field, i
This pressure field is then scaled in normalized fashion ' i
to obtain the second order improvement pressure solution, i "
This process is carried forward until the assumed and actual .;
pressure fields ca,lse the same resultinQ foil deflections i
to within a pre-specified error limit.
L
i_ This analysis is used to optimize bearing geometrical ,:
parameters and establish bearing performance properties. _
Examples of successive ordered solutions to pressure fields, '! :,
_ obtained from a closed Brayton cycle system, _re given in I
- Figures 57 through 60. The same bearing stiffness proper-
_" ties are given in Figure 61. Figures 62 and 63 a_e examples
of minimum film thickneP_-versus-sway space predictions,
and gas film load-versus-minimum film thickness of this
bearing.
_ Note that the analysis rigorously treats each foil
load with respect to its neighbors. This allows prediction
of foil damping properties associated with journal radial
loads with respect to the housing, i
Other Tasks
Several other minor design tasks were completed in _
. support of the bearing investigation.
A dlmeI'sional stacking analysis was completed. The
object of this was to determine if the tolerance bulldup
of the component parts would cause too much lateral or angular i
_ misalignment. The result was that the tolerance stack was i
_ within the limits of good design practice.
_ The lateral misalignment of the bearing carrier bores
,_ was measured in the assembled condition. An offset of 0.0007 I_
inch was measured. This was judged not to be excessive.
!
i_ Hardware was modified for use of the compressor impeller
as a pump to recirculate gas in the compressor bearing com- !I;;:It
_|! partment. This was noL implemented because the bleed flow
. was increased to accomplish the same end.
'_ design was completed for an e×tended thermal shunt
A
inside the rotor to conduct heat [rum the alternator rotor
-_ to the compressor impeller (an existing shunt conducts heat
from the thrust runner to the compressor impeller). This
also was not implemented when analysis a.d test subse_Tuently
indicated high temperature of the alternator rotor was not
a problem.
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S
--_ FOIL RADIUS - , 0.5700
BEARING RADIUS _" 0.5380
__ SHAFT RADIUS ,, 0.5192
tr CLEARANCE ,, 0.0158
-" FOIL THICKNESS ,, 0.0060
FOIL THICKNEn " 0.5050
FOIL LENGTH - 0.9000
FOIL ARC LENGTH - 77.0000
ELASTIC MODULUS " 0.2800E+08
INITIAL FORCE - 02058
AT - 4.0000
il OMEGA - 5200.
,o
" PA - 40.
VISCOSITY ,, 0.5800E .4)0
B - 0.775
_'i SWAY SPACE - 0.0076r
'" _'8
.o
-- o.
Q
q.
;
o.oo ,.= ,o.oo 1-.oo _.w 4.® .Loo ..oo &.= ..m m._
ANGLE - DELTA -PHI
Figure 57. - Foil Pressure Profile.
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FOIL RADIUS - 0.5700
BEARING RADIUS - 0.5960
SHAFT RAOIUS " 0.5102
-" CLEARANCE - 0.0158FOIL THICKNESS - 0.0060(WITH COATING)
q FOIL THICKNESS - 0.0050 (METAL ONLY)t I LENGTH - .9 0
-" FOIL ARC LENGTH " 77.4000
ELASTIC MODULUS - 0.2800E+08
INITIAL FORCE " 0.1612
$1 AT 4.0000
-+ ":" SPEED - 5200.
PA - 40.
VISCOSITY - 0.5800E -08
II B - 0.770
"" SWAY SPACE - 0.0076
'v
E_..
0
,g
w
!.
I
A
,.o_ I.® ,,.® _,oo _;._ .o.= ,,.= ,.(, ,;.oc ..® _.®
ANGLE - DELTA - PHI
j Figure 58. - Foil Pressure Profile. ::%
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-" FOIL RADIUS ,, 0.5700
BEARING RADIUS " 0.5350
SHAFT RADIUS ,, 0.8102
q
-- CLEARANCE - 0.0188
FOIL THICKNESS - 0.0000
' FOIL THICKNESS 0.0060
t FOIL LENGTH 0.9000
_'-t FOIL ARC LENGTH 75.9000
ELASTIC MODULUS 0.2800E+08 .
INITIAL FORCE AT 0.16071_ 4.00 0
OMEGA 6200.
PA 40.
VISCOSITY 0.8800E-08
2 ° B 0.776
SWAY SPACE 0.0076
IF '
..
! ,
[I1 • _
- I[ i ! ! 11_ _, ; _ .o ! -!
_.00 II.00 111.00 I!_.00 .00 _.0Q el._ N._ IlJ.00 .W IO.m.
ANGLE " DELTA - PHI
Figure 59. - Foil Pressure Profile.
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FOIL RADIUS - 0.5700
BEARING RADIUS " 0.5350
SHAFT RADIUS - 0.5195j -'" CLEARANCE - 0.0155
FOIL THICKNESS " 0.0060
FOIL THICKNESS " 0.0050
_-; _ FOIL LENGTH - 0,9000
-" FOIL ARC LENGTH " 77.4000
ELASTIC MODULUS " 0.2800E+08
' INITIAL FORCE " 0.3078
_i AT - 4.0ooo
i ,o, .o,.• PA " 40.VISCOSITY - _.5800E -08
i! DO_; SWAY SPACE - 0.007ILl
t .
,,io
2
,!
; Figure 60. - Foil Pressure Profile.
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,_11 I m in
10
,_,, CASE 1, B - 0.770 IN.
9 K3
SWAY _ ,, 0.0078 IN.
FOIL METAL - 0.005 IN. THK
8 FOIL COATING ,, 0.006 IN. THK
FOIL LENGTH ,, 0.9 IN.
7 (8 FOILS) K2
,,J
PRING RATES (LB/IN.)
6 .K1 K2 K3
5 K1
-- CASE 1 6400 4800 3200
CASE 2 2756 2067
1378
4
3
2
CASE 2, B - 0.700 IN.
1 K3
K2
_ 0
0.0000 . 0._5 0.0010 0._15 0.0020
t SHAFT DISPLACEMENT, IN.
_igure 61. - Foil Bearing Load Versus Deflection
:3_ Influence of Foil Breadth.
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,¢ l____l_ _J_J_Jdl;_..i_ -_L--_-- -- ....
im
0.9-
/x - 5.8 x 10.9 LB-SECIIN. 2
Pa - 40 PSIA
0.8- 9 - 5200 RAO/SEC.
K - 78,000 LB/IN
0.7-
!.
_. _ 0.6-
¢ 0,5u.i
a..
,_ma O
<C
O 0,4- K " 2,000 LBIIN
,,J
"J 0.3-m
U.
• W
<
0.2
:_m o.1-
O- i , I II
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004
"_] FOIL MINIMUM FILM (INCHES}
Figure 62. - BIPS Mini-BRU Foil Bearing Gas Film
Load Versus Minimum Film Thickness.
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/A design was initiated, but not completed, to mount
the thrust bearing on a strain gage ring for the purpose _
of measuring the engine rotor axial thrust during operation.
This action was prompted by concern when a thrust bearing
failed in the MBTR d_ring cold testing. This problem was
diagnosed as the result of adverse aerodynamic backface
pressure distributions during cold operation under heavy
- electrical loads. The problem was subsequently controlled
by limiting the magnitude of electrical load during cold
operation.
!
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' CONCLUSIONS
Although no single factor could be identified as the
failure mode , certain key elements could be deduced:11
o High temperature was not a factor contributing
• to coating degradation (no high foil temps_ no
excess power loss)
o The failure could not be simulated outside the
WHL environment no matter how abusive the test
schedule (low speed motoring, start/stop, high
loads, tight sway _pace etc.)
o Electrical arcing did not appear to be a factorbecause it was ot clear that the foil pads ever
totally lost contact with the shaft (asperity
contact)
o Evidence was found to substantiate non-adherence
of the original Teflon coating (a random material
coating phenomena)
o Magnetic excitation of the unit could cause a
dramatic instability threshold for certain bearing
configurations (very low spring rate)
o The temperature difference between the shaft and
the carrier could cause a 0.0008 inch decrease
in the compressor end bearing sway space.
o Bearing performance and ruggedness seemed to im-
prove as fabrication and inspection methods were
improved (December test failure in 3 hours_ February
test no distress in 6 hours; subsequent cold tests
• with no serious distress after very abusive tes-
ting)
o The compressor end bearing, because of its design
for no cooling flow, could cause entrapment of
self-generated debris whereas the turbine bearing
- could cleanse itself by virtue of its 2 percent
bleedflow cooling.
These factors suggested that loss of sway space, lack
of flushing flow, poor coating quality and surface finish
were the principal contributors to the bearing failures.
In addition better fabrication techniques and inspection
117
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MINI-BRU MODIFICATIONS
The results of the bea_ing development program and
the conclusions reached therein pointed the way toward the
lo_Ical design modifications that were integrated into the
Mini-BRU..
Table XVI tabulates the changes implemented in the
unit for the next (and final) Workhorse Loop Test.
In addition, a standard procedure was established for
tests conducted on the unit prior to installation in the
loop. The elements of these preparatory tests are shown
in Table XVII. These tests were designed to assure that
all functional requirements were satisfactory without exceed-
ing operational limits that might overtemperature the unit
i_ or overload the bearings.
118
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iTABLE XVI. - MINI-BRU DESIGN CHANGES FOR I000 HOUR
WIlL TEST.
o Increased bleed flow for bearing cooling
(_50 percent increase to 3 percent bleed flow)
o Slotted retainer on compressor end journal bearing
o Increased sway space
0.0099 compressor cold (0.0091 hot)
0.0092 turbine cold (0.0087 hot)
o Crest coated journal foils
8 RMS surface finish
630"F cure
o Continuity/_round probe
o Bearing cavity &P instrumentation
o Provision for assuring retainer pin is always wider
than foil.
119
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TABLE XVII. - MINI-BRU WHL PREPARATORY TESTS
Prior to installation in the loop the unit is subjected
to the following tests:
i. Acceleration to 52,000 rpm - monitor
shaft stability.
2. Apply magnetic field excitation to
2.4 amps - monitor stability.
3. Apply I00 Watts output load.
4. Motor start to 20,000+ rpm.
4_
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1000 HOUR TEST
|
In early April, 1978, the Mini-BRt_ w_s installed in
the BIP_ WHL with the Initlal goal of at_;_inlng 100 hours
of ope on to verify tl,e bearing probl_, resolution.
During the initial leak checking, Lh_ pressure probes
added _r measuring the compressor bea_ 9 cavity pressure
difEerentla3 were found to be ser,ou_i_, leaking and were
abandone_.
The _e_t was initiated on Ap,!_ _, 1978. During the
initial, i00 hour period readln_:_ _r_:_ the continuity probe
indicated an apparently improvi_c! _tuation. Bearing temper-
atures were btable throughout th_ period.
At the I00 hour milestone, o decision was made to con-
- tlnue the test to achieve the ICO0 hour goal. _'_'
On May 22, 1978, the system completed 1006.9 hours L_II
of operation with no engine problems. The run was inter-
rupted three times by facility problems which were all
resolved. The longest continuous run, 402 hours, was achieved
at the end of the test. Four starts to 20,000 rpm for check-
out purposes; 3 starts with the loop at design point tempera-
tures a_d 3 normal operating type starts wi_h the heat source
at 1200_F were accomplished during the test.
4 When the unit was disassemble_ after the test, the
.. bearings were found to be in excellent condition. The post
test inspection is documented in Reference 2.
It was found that the continuity probe hao worn itself
- out. This accounted for the apparent change (improvements}
__ in continuity experienced during the initial 400 hours.
No e_idence was found of elecL-_cal arcing damage.
1
_E
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APPENDIX
MATERIALS ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION
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T
DateSubmitted1-9-78 DateSequirod 1-23-78 |Nameof Pirt BEARINGt FOIL }'i_';_
OudineNo. 240610-1 |PartNo.13_DI_,_8, , ,, ,, , , , I [_i
! c,,.,geNo.  4n-_4q626-o4-o o4 I,..te,i.,13 21. .... ,MaterialSpat. MTT.-R-SOSq/AF'%4F,7 |PartConditionE_7,=_ ,ABRAS ,C_A_ ,T_',F,I _
Equip.Name B_[PS-WT-TT..... RequestedBy J- Had_ley ' Ext. 34'45 t_Equip.S/N PartS/N__ Investigator...M. Inzana Detel-16-78 L_
Vendor , ReviewedBy Data
ReviewedBy f_ E _'-'_'¢:1..,,._- Date _" _" 3'_
ProductStatus_ _;i
Qualified I-lye| FIND Industrial Production[]
FAA TSOI-I DOE Production[_] CommercialDevdopmentO [_
TypeCertifiedl_,, Research& Developmentl]_
fill I iii i _T,_
BACKGROUND: No similar MA's this part number. _
OperitingMedl,_enon - Helium Environment ';_i!_iOperatingTimalst _100 " ",_: 2nd_lO H' F.TemperatureRange 150°F to 450°F :_
AdditionalInformetion"
Bearings from journals on two builds. Shutdowns accompanied by ,:,I;_;
. load shedding indicating problem with bearings. First group had
a much longer suspected time of running at speed below aerodynamic
film. Second set should have been running on film, except for brief ',
' • time durin_ start and sto_. Summar_ memo to follow.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS : _-
°" I. The damage to the foil surfaces was characteristic of abrasive wear. The
most severly worn foils were from the first run compressor bearing.
"_ 2. EDX analysis indicated that all particles and debris found on the foils _!i
was from the immediate working area of the parts. Some particles, found
in the wear track, be from the rotor and some were p_obably stainless
may
steel. A pimpled appearance on some bearing surfaces were believed to be
dichromate particles, the black streaks were debris filled holes. Nothing
i in the debris area indicated other than teflon shavings. Fret lines,
°' point of overlap, showed teflon coating _till present.
.... 3. The actual hardness ('.4RC-38)of the foils was slightly higher than that
,_ described by the ASM metals handbook (HRC-32).
4. The material chemistry of the foils was verified as type 302 stainless
steel. The material chemistry of all of the bar stock was not the
-i
I I II I I III I I II
INVESTIGATIONREOUESTED: DISTRIBUTION DEPT.NO.
4
(1_ Macroexemlnatlon Etched Unetchid Photo J. McCormick (20) 93-171-3U
a. (_ Microeximlnation Etched Unatchad Photo H. Lonqee 93-171-3U(_ Hirdnets F. Dobler 93-171-3U
(_ Chemistry Vet|F/ Complete _. Miller 93-391-4V
(6) NOT Fluor.Pen. MagneticParticle X.Say J. Hadley 93-391-4V
(_ Other: SEM exam to survey surface topography of L. Matsch 93-335-4K
all zones and identify foreign material. B. H-ath 93- __-3U
I. Document full foil surface. Representative R. V¢.nFlue 93-070-3U
photos of each zone on foils. M. Inzana 93-392-114
2. Look for heat effects, contamination, material
struc ture,
4 Confirm foil material and teflon coat. Page i of 25
"'  24' ' ' " " '" ' "" 'I_c:,._A OFFICECOPY
_, ]l . ..... _ ,_,,,_k_ ar ,m--,-.mr
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS (CONTD.)
specified Type 347 stainless steel. Bar material was believed to be a
low alloy steel (magnetic).
FINDINGS :
i. Four foils from the first and second run compressor and turbine bearings
were submitted for evaluation. Representative photos of each bearing
foil were shown in Figure 1. The heaviest wear appeared on the first
run compressor bearing (Figure l-I) and was documented in seven areas.
The least wear appeared on the second rUL turbine bearing (Figure 1-IV).
The trailing edge of the foils showed abrasive wear in the form of
distinct scoring grooves. Most of the grooves were filled with debris.
All of the foils exhibited a dark line down the center caused by the
trailing edge of the overlapping foil.
The variety of the wear that appeared on the first run compressor bear-
ing was shown in Figure 2. Deep scoring grooves and complete rem_al
of the teflon coating along the trailing edge, Figures 2(A), (B), and
(C). The trailing edge of the overlapping foil left a scuffed pattern
in the middle of the foil as shown in Figure 2 (D). The unaffected
teflon coating was shown in Figure 2(E). A dark colored teflon area
was noted in the overlapping section of the foil as shown in Figure 2(F)
This progressed into a black colored area which had numberous surface
cracks and inclusions as shown in Figure 2(G).
The severity of wear on the other three bearing foils was much less
than the first run turbine bearing. Representative areas were shown
in Figures 3, 4, and 5.
2. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) analysis of the foil surface began
in Figure 6. High magnification photomicrographs of the foil surface
2howed that the scoring grooves were filled with debris (Figure 6(D)).
EDX analysis of the area indicated by the black arrow in Figure 6(A)
was shown in Figure 7 and was identical to the part._cle indicated by
the black square in Figure 6(C).
Although the wear on the first run turbine foils was confined to a
smaller area, the characteristics were similar to the other bearings.
This was shown in Figure 8.
Wear on the trailing edge of the second run compressor foil was more
pronounced than on the first run turbine bearing foil. The trailing
edge wear appeared to be in the form of scoring grooves with particles
imbedded in the teflon coating. EDX analysis of the areas shown in
Figure 9(e) was reproduced in Figure 10. Areas three and four had
evidence of silicon while area two did not show evidence of titanium.
The representative microstructure of the foils was shown in Figure ii
and was typical of heavily worked Type 302 stain_ ss steel in the half
hard condition.
3. Hardness : Actual Specified
* RC-38 ** RC-32
* Converted tukon microhardness.
** 1/2 hard per ASM metals handbook, Volume I, Pg. 414.
Page 2 of 25
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FINDINGS ,(CONTD.) i"
4. The material chemistry of the foils was verified as Type 302 stainles. _ ! "
steel per MIL-S-5059. The material chemistry of the bar stock was only _
_.._ verified as Type 347 stainless steel per QQ-S-763 in one out of four _specimens. .,
__ J.R. Hadley
qE,! . _,- _ /,.)
M. J. Inzana
!
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FIGURE i (I). FIRST RUN COMPRESSOR FOIL S/N 336 L/N 7491, 4_ X MAG.
FIGURE 1 (If). FIRST RL"S TURBINE FOIL S/N 332 L/N 7491, 4_ X MAG.
FIGURE 1 (III).SECOND RUN COMPRESSOR FOIL S/N 440 L/N 75170 4_ X MAG.
FIGURE I (IV). SECOND RUN TURBINE FOIL S/N 555 L/N 7517, 4% X MAG.
LETTERED ARROWS CORRESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING F TGURES.
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FIGURE 3. FIRST RUN TURBINE FOIL . 20X MAG.
FIG(_E 4. SECOND RUN COMPRESSOR FOIL. 20X MAG.
_30 |
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FIGURE 5. SECOND RUN TURBINE FOIL . 20X MAG.
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._ FIGURE Ii. REPRESENTATIVE MICROSTRUCTURE
OF T}_E FOIL BEARINGS. 500X MAG. _:
ETCH: 10% OXALIC ACID. I
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APPENDIX A MATERIALSENGINEERING _;'i;l_
MBTR ARGON RUN ._*
The foils from the MBTR (Mini-BRU Turbine Rig) Argon Test Run were examinee ":*
after a series of simulation runs in the MBTR under Argon atmosphere.
The compressor journal foils, Figure AI, showed typical wear areas with :_
debris filling the depressions. In addition, a black, shiny particle was ;;_
noted in the surface. The wear on the turbine bearing, journal foil, "_
Figure A2 was minimally visable in the SEM and was photographed using ;'*:
the macro-camera. A built-up ridge of material was also noted. In addS- *,,:
tion, the debris on the surface of the thrust bearing, turbine side, foils .'..
was analyzed. ;!_'-_,
! • The compressor journal bearing debris was high in chrome with the typical _;i
Ti, Fe, and Ni small peaks, indicating primarily teflon. The black spot ,_
analyzed as almost pure sulfur and appeared to be integral with the coat- _
4,_ ing. The built-up debris on the turbine journal foil analyzed typically of
teflon with a little less iron, AI and Si, than the teflon base material. _i
The pad surface on the thrust bearing showed a highly etched surface. ,.%" r_
There was definitely more iron in the particle than has been noted in othe: _
d_.bris. The judgement is that this debris may contain more metallic sub- ;
_, stance than any other debris. _.
'. t
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FIGURE AI. TYPICAL AREA FROM MBTR ARGON RUN. AREAS NOTED ARE:
(A) DEBRIS (ARROW C). 20X MAG. (B) BLACK SHINY
PARTICLE. 500X MAG. (C) WEAR AREA. 50X MAG.
(D) ENLARGEMENT OF C. 100X MAG.
(NOTE: RING IN FIGURE A WAS PUT ON FOIL TO LOCATE SPOT.)
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FIGURE A2. TURBINE JOURNAL FOIL FROM MBTR ARGON RUN. (A) LIGHT
PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF WEAR AREA. 1'5X I_G. (B) SEM
PHOTOMICROGRPAH OF BUILT-UP AREA. 60X MAG. S/N610.
"?-_:
• :,C.
r_
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APPENDIX B
APPENDIX B STR RUNS 1/21 & 1/23/78
On January 21 and 23, 1978, the STR (Simulator Test Rig) was run to check
the effect of unloading one phase of the alternator during power genera-
tion. When the rig was torn down', the journal bearings were in the condi-
tlon noted in Figure B1. The black, wiped area was typical of bearings run
in the rig tests and was thought to be incipient failure of the teflon
coating. The alternator shaft, shown in Figure B2, had a wiped area and
the material appeared as a build-up under oblique lighting. The thrust
_ bearing also had indications of wear at the top and bottom of the pads,
and evidence of debris between the pads, as shown in Figure B3.
The pattern on the turbine and compressor journal besrings is similar,
.i'll with the damage sustained by the turbine bearing being much less than the
compressor bearing, as shown by SEM photographs, Figure B4. (The particle
_ outlines are acr_ntuated by charging of the particles in the electron beam)
_] EDX analysis revealed that the area around the particles was similar to thevirgin teflon and contained mostly Cr with minor amounts of Fe, Ni, Ti, A1
and Si The particle contained mainly Fe with almost as much Cr. In ad-
dition to AI, Ti, Si and Ni, the particles also had smaller amounts of
*_i Ca, K, Na, S, C1 and Zn. The more highly charged particle in Figure B4-a,
had the same constituants as the flatter particles. This indicates that
contaminated (not deionized) water, a fingerprint or dirt are mixed into
these particles along with some ferrous material.
_° The thrust bearing shows signs of break-away of teflon on the trailing
edge, as shown in Figure B-5. Although the wear on the turbine side is
h_avier, the greatest break-away is on the compressor bearing side. A
large particle was noted in one pad surface with two streaks in the direc-
tion of rotation. The only identifiable flourescence from this particle
was of silicon.
_ The evidence indicates that there was much more contamination in these
bearings than any others which have been analyzed. Whether this contamina-
tion occured during fabrication or assembly is not clear. The nature of
the contaminant being only on the particles, however, indicates it may beingested dirt or dirt on the rotor. There is no evidence to indicate that
_ the damage in the bearing is other than that which would be caused by
rubbing of the alternator shaft on the bearing surface.
141
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FIGURE BI. OVERALL VIEWS OF (A) COMPRESSOR AND (B) TURBINE BEARINGS g;
--_ AFTER STR RUNS OF 1/21/78 AND 1/23/78. iX MAG. _°_
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FIGURE B2. RUBBED AREA OF ALTERNATOR SHAFT I_'
AT COMPRESSOR JOURNAL BEARING.
5X MAG.
, i
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i
:_'_dl_ FIGURE B3. THRUST BEARING PADS FOR STR RUNS OF 1/21
AND 1/23/78. (A) COMPRESSOR SIDE. (B)
TURBINE SIDE. 5X L4AG.
B
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FIGURE B5. TRAILING EDGE OF COMPRESSOR SIDE THRUST BEARING
PAD. (A) 50XMAG. (B)300XgAG.
_j
!'
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St_L_ARY OF M_r13344 AND APPENDICES A G B
I
In reference to the teardown inspection EsFADz0335s012578, the following
descriptions of debris in the bearing areas appear appllcable,
Burnish Pattern - Normal wear between rotating part and bearing.
Whitish Deposit -.Material looks llke flnely divided smeared
teflon. Analysis indicates a high iron content
meaning transfer from the alternater motor or
thrust bearing rotor to the teflon particles.
__ Black Spots - These appear to be of two classes, either an
uncontrolled particle, integral with the coating,
or a sulfur particle.
Black Streaks - These are either gouged out areas filled with
-- teflon debris or highly smeared particles of
teflon. Some of these larger partic£es appear
shiny and metallic to the eye.
Metallic
particles - The smaller, rounded, particles contain iron as
_ the _aJor ingredient They are,most probably,
_haft and thrust rotor material with varying
_mounts of teflon associated with the metal.
The flatter areas are highest in iron, but with
almost as high a chrome peak and appear to be
highly smeared teflon with .rotor or shaft material
smeared in.
Scratches - The scratches, primarily the second WHL failure,
have both sharp and broken edges. The primary
,j indications are that the shape depends on both
the particle geometry and the nature of mechanical
* movement through the scratch.
General Color - The whitish areas are generally finely divided
- debris. The black areas are mostly highly smeared
teflon particles and, in a few cases, debris packed
gouges. The continuous, black areas are teflon,
most probably exposed to higher temperature and,
apparently, coked.
The flourescent patterns from all the areas were compared to a standard
Pattern for AISI 302 stainless steel. Although the conditions were not
calibrated, the following conclusions can be _rawns
I. No area exactly matched the AISI 302 pattern.
2. Almost all particles in the teflon showed the iron contents to be
predominant. Varying amounts of chrome appeared with the patterns,
page 24 of 25
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Indicating varying mixes of iron base particles with teflon. The
thrust bearing debris was significantly higher An Fe content than
the Journal bearing debris.
3 All background and unworn areas in the teflon, show very high Cr
content with minimal Pe and Ni and some Ti.
The primary method of breakdown, based on these results, indicates
direct rub of the" shaft and bearing as the most probably cause. The
Journal bearings, having less iron content than the thrust bearings,
may Just mean that the debris was generated over a longer period of
time and/or was a more "gentle" rub condition.
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